Edging Options

Linen and Kaleidoscope Cotton Binding
The binding can be used on an area rug, hall or stair runner. It can be applied showing up to 3" on the face of the rug/runner or stair runner. The binding width does not add to the overall dimension of the rug. Rug and runners are complete with mitered corners and blind stitched.

Wool Serged Edge
A wool serged edge looks like a thick fiber that is wrapped around the edge of the carpet continuously resembling a hand-sewn textured look.
Edging Options

**Cotton Tape or Cotton Overlay**
- ¾" Cotton Tape
- 1 ¼" Cotton Blind Stitch
- 1 ¼" Cotton Top Stitch

**Nylon Machine Binding**
Using nylon tape is simplest and least expensive method of finishing a carpet edge